
Introduction

A study sought to assess use of social media and its impact on students in context

of English learning and language development. Social media has exploded as a

category of online discourse where learner create content, share it, bookmark it and

network at prodigious rate.

Present study deal with various words, terms, communication measures

developed by English language users, learned and found development in their

communication skills in English language. Broadly English acquisition and

English language learning concern to subjected development in English language.

Nowadays social media is one of strongest source to acquire new terms,

adopt proficiency in language learning and improved communication skills.

If we think upon process of English language learning before 25 years back,

comparatively measured phenomenon change due to lack of development in media

and social media. Developing country like India stated as commonly backward

according to literacy rates & censers from 1970 to 1991. After independence social

evolution took place to promote basic education as well as beginning of new start-

up for English  language acquisition and English language learning.

To learn English, four skills of language plays an pivotal role for its

development among the learners. LSRW – Listening, Speaking, Reading &

Writing are four pillars of English language. Acquire knowledge, skills, developing

vocabulary, adopting new words, phrases, sentences etc become more easier due to

social media.

The increased use of social networking website has become an international

phenomenon in the past several years. Teenagers and young adults have especially

embraced these sites as a way to connect with their peers, share information,

reinvent their personalities and boost their communication skills drastically.



It can be observed that from child to 70 years person have found their own

interest in use of social media that may have to develop their language

Martin (2008) & Lusk (2010) share the same concept of social media. To

them social media is the use of Facebook, blogs, twitter, my opera and linked in for

the purpose of communication, sharing photos, videos by users. The increased use

of social media, social networking sites has become more popular in past few

years.

Social networking sites provide tool by which people i.e student (in present

study) can communicate, share information and create new relationships. The way

web users interact and talk to each other has changed and continues to change.

These users  i.e. students now socialize through the internet and it takes away from

the person socialization that has been around forever.

Social networking websites have affected our social interaction by changing

the way we interact face to face, how we receive information and the dynamics of

social groups and friendships. (Asur and Huberman, 2010). Social media effects

positively among English language users.

Present study especially focuses on the problems in English language

learning and its development. Listening skills are improved due to frequent

listening of songs. Speaking / oral communication has developed due to frequent

use of prolong interactions if removed language fear. Whereas Maharashtrian users

were found to be comparatively backward due to modernized accent and huge gap

between two language. Reading skills gradually improved and writing skills

improved due to frequent writing or text or answering to responses on social

media.

English language public instruction became the rule of the East India Company.

(India was then, and is today one of the most linguistically diverse regions of the

world.)  In 1835 English replaced Persian as the official language of the company.



British raj involved in transforming the educational system of India. It would

be based on English language so that India could join the mother country. Learning

of English language was divided in three stages in India. English language

acquisition, English language learning and English language development.

Here in present research English language development found with the help

of social media. English language development (ELD)  is a systematic instructional

model designed to develop the English language proficiency of English language

learners.

Students who speaks English as a second language instructional emphasized

the development of all four language domains - Listening, Speaking, Reading and

Writing. English language development programs includes phonology,

morphology, syntax, semantics, language functions, language structure forms,

pragmatics etc. Hence it is true that ongoing daily language follows all English

language development techniques in less scientific manner.

“Language is the roadmap of a culture. It tells you where its people come

from and where they are going.”

- Rita Mae Brown

Present study deals with the language development domains with the effects of use

of social media.  This study tries to collect all the information and proves that how

social media are helpful to improve student’s language and their communication

skills at different social settings.


